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The
Perfect
Affiliate.
Who we want to represent the
ReAction Full Spectrum brand.

The ReAction Standard
ReAction has been setting the standard for
beyond CBD... and we expect for all ReActions
affiliate to strive and represent the brand
as if they are an extension to the ReAction
family.

Fresh, Accurate Content
We ask that every ReAction Affiliate promotes
fresh, updated product content such as photo/
video assets, accurate and approved copy, and
lastly making sure all banners, swipe ups links,
and referral links to your personalized website.

CBD Advocacy
There is a lot of misinformation out there. The
ReAction family strives to help advocate, educate,
and encourage others about the incredible
benefits of CBD and the booming industry. We 
ask that our affiliate share that same passion to
those among their communities.



Prior to starting My Lifes Simple™, the CEO and Founder, Candice, was a wife and mother who had no plans to become an 
entrepreneur - but life had different plans for Candice. She had already survived cervical and uterine Cancer but, out of 
the blue, in 2018, she was diagnosed with an Acoustic Neuroma Tumor. She decided to pass on the usual traditional 
chemotherapy and radiation treatments and instead focus on a more natural path. In January 2019, after exhaustive 
research, Candice started taking Full Spectrum Hemp Extracts (FSE) and found the results she was hoping for. By the 
middle of 2019 whilst using only FSE Products and having zero traditional treatments, her scans started showing signs 
that the tumor had shrunk. She was living a quality of life that would have never been possible with the negative and 
painful side effects caused by the typical traditional treatments.

From there, Candice became passionate about sharing her experiences and this more natural path she took with the 
world - and that how My Lifes Simple™ was born.
 

Her passion, drive and determination to help others will make ReAction®, My Lifes Simple™ a business-altering success. 
Her goal and mission starting ReAction® and My Lifes Simple™ is to provide one of the industry's top products along with 
educating as many people possible to live a healthier more natural life while creating them wealth.

The ReAction Story



Let’s face the truth... our lives are hectic. We are ridden with hour commutes 
to
complete last minute deadlines and pressing agendas to sometimes find out
that the work we started needs to be rerouted again. It’s work life without
balance but in the mist of the chaos, we have found balance with a solution
deeply rooted in nature.

ReAction is a new alternative, based on one of the oldest natural occurring 
plants on earth. It reaches parts of us thors so-called solutions can’t. Instill-
ing a sense of calm. Giving us the freedom to focus on our wellness from a 
new perspective. Providing a healthier outlook as to what successful living 
really is.

At ReAction, we know every drop of goodness that goes into our CBD 
products counts towards something greater. That every moment is part of a 
greater movement. One that helps guide us, shape us and ultimately makes 
us better. A greater consciousness and reality of wellness awaits. We 
believe the key to unlocking this potential is to... Create Balance Daily.

The ReAction Brand



We
are
ReAction
FSE

01 Balanced
We’re in the business of creating balance and remaining wellness
hoslistically. Our voice should be visualized as ripples in the ocean turning
into amplifying waves.

DO: Use a consistently balanced voice that puts people at ease to feel inspired.
DON’T: Use a tone of voice that puts CBD in the position as a fad, “here today
gone tomorrow”, or make lofty claims that come off as too good to be true.

02 Trusted
We’re the leading advocate for CBD. Our knowledge, years of experience, and
passion regarding the industry should enhance our credibility and convey
confidence.

DO: Keep it short, simple and sincere whilst ensuring its long enough to inform.
We’re the authority, but we don’t have to sound authoritative.
DON’T: Come off as know-it-all or condescending. We never take a negative
 approach when communicating.

03 Inclusive
Our consumers come from all walks of life and we are equally open to their
questions and their stories. Don’t just be welcoming, be engaging and foster
the CBD narrative in your audience.

DO: Be bright, sociable and use language that demonstrates a relaxed nature,
allowing others to join in.
DON’T: Sound loud or obnoxious, exclusive or disengaged from the CBD
community.



Our primary logo is strong and vibrant. The “R” represents strength and 
cleanliness. 

“THE” LOGO



The ReAction logo should be used is a consistent manner and
never altered in any of the following ways.

MISUSE



How to
talk about
our products.



ReAction must adhere to the regulations established by the Food & Drug 
Administration (FDA) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).

These government agencies are constantly monitoring what we say and do. 
The next few slides are here to provide product information so YOU can 
effectively communicate, while complying with these agencies, about our 
products to your customers and targeted audience.

Most Important: ReAction products are not intended to diagnose, treat, 
cure or prevent any disease. As such, any advertising for our brand and 
products cannot make such claims.

We also ask that our affiliated stray from making any structure/function 
claims which is describing the role of a nutrient or ingredient on the structure 
or function of the human body.

We strongly suggest adding the statement below to the footer of your web-
site. (You must include the thin box around statement)

The FDA Statement

* This product has not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration and
is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.



Medical benefits claims:
No medical benefits should be claimed, and blogs should not be written about
such benefits even if medical journals or links are supplied. Specific diseases
should no be mentioned.

Consumer Reviews:
We love hearing from our consumers about how they have enjoyed our products.
However, consumer reviews can be challenging because consumers sometimes make
claims that we cannot endorse, support, or even approve. We ask that you avoid
posting any consumer revise that violate the FDA statement, the rules we have laid
out above to medical claims, and lastly the benefits of CBD when referencing
structural or functional effects.

Medical claims for products with other ingredients:
If a product contains certain ingredients that are well-known to show benefits,
claims can be made about the product but not the CBD itself. 



- Restorative

- General well-being

- Create Balance

- Full Spectrum Extract

- Increase wellness

- Maintain calmness

- Hemp supplement

- Suggested use

- Any suggestions to add it directly to food

   and drink.

- Results

- Studies have shown...(as long as they don’t 

   violate medical/structure/function claims)

Acceptable Words
& Phrases



- Dose
- Dosage
- Therapeutic
- Disease
- Treats (verb as in “to help with something”)
- Healthy
- 0% THC
- No THC
- THC -Free
- Edibles
- Related to gummies
   - Treats (Noun, as in “gummy treats)
   - Snack
   - Food 
- Medicine
- Sublingual

Unacceptable
Words & Phrases



We are very excited to partner with you in this journey! You are now
an extension of the ReAction family and will be treated as such. While 
the CBD industry grows... we will be with you the entire way. We take
the FDA policies and FTC regulations seriously and expect you to do 
the same.

For any additional questions. Please email us at
support@mylifessimple.com

If you have any
questions...



Thank you


